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Abstract 
It will be shown that if Yi is a regular submetacompact 2X-like space for each i E w, then 
rI tEw Yi is submetacompact. We also show that if 2 is a hereditarily weakly submetacompact 
space and Y, is a regular weakly submetacompact 2X-like (C-scattered) space for each i E w, 
then 2 x niEw Yi is weakly submetacompact. 
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1. Introduction 
No separation axioms are assumed. However, regular spaces are assumed to be ‘71. 
Let w denote the set of natural numbers. Let IA\ denote the cardinality of a set A. 
Given a collection U of subsets of a space X, and x E X, let U, = {U E L4: x E U} 
and ord(x, U) = /U, 1. A space X is said to be subparacompact if every open cover U 
of X has a c-discrete closed refinement, or equivalently, U has a sequence (Vn)nEw of 
open refinements such that for each x E X, there is an 71 E w with ord(x, Vn) = 1, 
and metacompact if every open cover U of X has a point finite open refinement. A 
space X is said to be submetacompact or &rejinable if every open cover U of X has 
a sequence (Vn)nEw of open refinements such that for each x E X, there is an n E w 
with ord(x,l/,) < w. This (Vn)nEw is called a &sequence of open refinements of U. 
A space X is said to be weakly submetacompact or weakly &rejinable if every open 
cover U of X has an open refinement U = UnEw V, such that for each x E X, there 
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is an n E w with 1 < ord(z, Vn) < w; it is equivalent here to require that for each 
z E X, there is an n E w with ord(z, Vn) = 1. This V is called a weak O-rejnement 
of U. Evidently subparacompact spaces and metacompact spaces are submetacompact, 
and submetacompact spaces are weakly submetacompact. 
Let VC be the class of spaces which are a discrete union of compact subspaces. The 
topological game G(DC, X) was introduced and studied by Telgarsky [lo]. The games 
are played by two persons called Players I and II. Players I and II choose closed subsets 
of II’s previous play (or of X, if n = 0): Player I’s choice must be in the class DC and 
II’s choice must be disjoint from 1’s. We say that Player I wins if the intersection of II’s 
choices is empty. Recall from [lo] that a space X is said to be DC-like if Player I has 
a winning strategy in G(DC, X). The class of DC-like spaces includes all spaces which 
admit a a-closure-preserving closed cover by compact sets, and regular subparacompact, 
a-C-scattered spaces. 
The author [7,8] studied covering properties of countable products and showed that if 
2 is a perfect paracompact Hausdorff (regular hereditarily Lindelof, perfect subparacom- 
pact) space and Yi is a paracompact Hausdorff (regular Lindelof, regular subparacompact) 
DC-like space for each i E w, then 2 x fliEw Y, is paracompact (Lindelof, subparacom- 
pact), and that if Yi is a regular metacompact DC-like (C-scattered) space for each i E w, 
then niEw Yi is metacompact. 
It is natural to ask whether the product of countably many regular submetacompact 
DC-like spaces is submetacompact. 
Our purpose of this paper is to give an affirmative answer to this problem. We shall 
show that if Yi is a regular submetacompact DC-like space for each i E w, then niEw Yi 
is submetacompact. Furthermore, it will be shown that if 2 is a hereditarily weakly 
submetacompact space and Yi is a regular weakly submetacompact DC-like (C-scattered) 
space for each i E w, then Z x niEw Y, is weakly submetacompact. 
2. Preliminaries 
The topological game G(DC, X) is described in the introduction. Galvin and Telgarsky 
showed that if Player I has a winning strategy in G(DC, X), then he has a stationary 
winning strategy in G(DC, X). More precisely, 
Lemma 2.1 [2]. Player I has a winning strategy in G(VC, X) if and only if there is a 
function s from 2x into 2x f~ DC, where 2x denotes the set of all closed subsets of X, 
satisfying 
(a) s(F) c F for each F E 2x; 
(b) if { Fi: i E w} is a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of X such that s(Fi) n 
Fi+l = 0 for each i E w, then niEw F, = 0. 
Lemma 2.2 (Telgarsky [lo]). If a s p ace X has a countable closed cover by DC-like 
sets, then X is a Z-like space. 
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Lemma 2.3 (Katuta [4], Potoczny and Junnila [6], Telg&rsky [lo]). Zf X has a a-&- 
sure-preserving closed cover by compact sets, then X is a submetacompact Z-like 
space. 
Recall that a space X is scattered if every nonempty subset A of X has an isolated 
point of A, and C-scattered if for every nonempty closed subset A of X, there is a 
point of A which has a compact neighborhood in A. Then scattered spaces and locally 
compact Hausdorff spaces are C-scattered. Let X be a space. For each F E 2x, let 
F(l) = {x E F: z has no compact neighborhood in F}. 
Let X(O) = X. For each successor ordinal Q, let Xc*) = (X(“-‘))(t). If g is a limit 
ordinal, let 
XW = n X(P), 
P<a 
Notice that a space X is C-scattered if and only if Xca) = 0 for some ordinal cy. If X is 
C-scattered, let E(X) = inf{cr: Xc”) = 8). If X is a regular C-scattered space and A is 
closed in X, then A is C-scattered. More precisely, A(“) c AflX(*) for each cr < E(X) 
and hence, E(A) < E(X). A subset A of X is said to be cupped if there is an ordinal cy 
such that A(“) is compact. A space X is said to be a-scattered (o-C-scattered) if X is 
the union of countably many closed scattered (C-scattered) subspaces. 
Gruenhage and Yajima showed the following filter property for submetacompactness 
and that if X is a regular submetacompact DC-like (C-scattered) space, then X x Y is 
submetacompact for every submetacompact space Y. 
Lemma 2.4 [3]. There is a filter 3 on w satisfying: For every submetacompact space 
X and every open cover c? of X, there is a sequence (Ui)iEw of open rejnements of 0 
such that for each x E X, 
{i E W: ord(x, Ui) < W} E 3. 
Remark 2.5. Gruenhage and Yajima [3] showed that there is a hereditarily weakly sub- 
metacompact Tychonoff space X and an open cover 0 of X satisfying: For every weak 
e-refinement 
of 0, there are two points x, y E X such that {i E w: 1 < ord(x,&) < w and 
1 < ord(y,Ui) < W} = 8. 
Lemma 2.6. Let X be a regular C-scattered weakly submetacompact space. For every 
open cover U of X, there is an open cover V = UiEw Vi of X such that: 
(a) For each V E V, cl V is contained in some element of U and is capped; 
(b) for each x E X, there is an i E w such that ord(x, Vi) = 1. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Telgarsky [9, Theorem 1.61. 
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3. Results and a problem 
We state our theorems and corollaries. All of the theorems will be proved in the next 
section. The following is the main result in this paper. 
Theorem 3.1. If Yi is a regular submetacompact VC-like space for each i E w, then 
niEw Yi is submetacompact. 
Corollary 3.2. Zf Yi is a regular space with a u-closure-preserving cover by compact 
sets for each i E w, then niEw Yi is submetacompact. 
Proof. This immediately follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 2.3, 
It is well known that if X is a regular subparacompact, rr-C-scattered space, then 
X is a DC-like space (cf. Telgarsky [I 01). Yajima [ 1 I] showed that if X is a regular 
C-scattered submetacompact P-space (here, we use “P-space” in the sense of K. Morita), 
then X is a DC-like space. So we have 
Corollary 3.3. If Yi 1s a regular C-scattered submetacompact P-space for each i E w, 
then niEw Yi is submetacompact. 
For weak submetacompactness, we have 
Theorem 3.4. If Z is a hereditarily weakly submetacompact space and yi is a regular 
weakly submetacompact DC-like (C-scattered) space for each i E w, then Z x nIiEw Yi 
is weakly submetacompact. 
We conclude this section with an open problem: 
Problem. If Yi is a regular C-scattered submetacompact space for each i E w, then is 
niEw Y, submetacompact? 
4. Proof of the theorems 
Let {Yi: i E w} be a countable collection of regular DC-like (C-scattered) spaces 
and let X = eiEw Y, U {a}, where a 6 Y, for each i E w. The topology of X is as 
follows: Every Yi is open-and-closed in X and a is isolated in X. Then, by Lemma 2.2, 
X is a regular DC-like (C-scattered) space. Since niEw Yi (2 x niEw Yi) is closed in 
X” (Z x X“‘), in Theorems 3.1 and 3.4, it suffices to prove that X” (Z x Xw) is 
submetacompact (weakly submetacompact). So, let Yi = X for each i E w and there is 
an isolated point a in X. 
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We use the following notations in 2 x X” (in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we consider 
2 as a one point space). Denote by B the collection of all basic open subsets of 2 x X”. 
For each 
iEw 
define n(B) = inf{i E w: Bj = X for j 2 i}. We call n(B) the length of B. Let 0 be 
an open cover of Z x X”, which is closed under finite unions. Put i30 = {B E 23: B c 0 
for some 0 E 0). Let 
KC= nKi: Ki’ 
{ 
IS a compact subset of X for each i E w . 
iEw I 
For each z E 2 and K E Ic, there is an 0 E c? such that {z} x K c 0. By Wallace 
theorem in Engelking [l], there is a B E B such that {z} x K c B c 0. Thus we have 
B E t30. Define 
n(z, K) = inf{n(B): B E ,130 and {z} x K C B}. 
Let A be a set, and let P(A) d enote the power set of A. Let A0 = (0). For each 
n > 1, A” denotes the set of all n-sequences of elements of A and A<“’ = UnEw A”. 
If r = (ao, . . . , a,) E A<” and a E A, then r $ a denotes the sequence (a~, . . . , a,, u). 
If n > 1, then r- = (a~,. . . ,u,_l) and if n = 0, then r- = 8. 
Given collections U and V of subsets of a set X, let U A V = {U n V: U E 24 and 
v E V}. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let 0 be an open cover of X”, which is closed under finite 
unions. 
Let s be a stationary winning strategy for Player I in G(DC, X). Let 
iEw 
such that for each i < n(B), we have already obtained a compact set CA(B,i) of cl Bi. 
(CX(B,n(B)) = 0. CX(B,i) = 8 may occur for i < n(B).) Fix i < n(B). If Cx(B,i) # 8, 
then let Wy(B,i,,) = Bi for each m E w. Put A(B,i) = {X(B,i)} and I’(B,i,m) = 
{y(B,i,m)} for each m E w. Let C(B,i) = {CA: X E A(B, i)} = {CA(B,i)} and for 
each m E w, let W(B,i,m) = {W,: y E T(B, i,m)} = {W’,y(B,i,m)}. Assume that 
CX(B,O = 0. Take a discrete collection C(B, i) = {CA: X E A(B, i)} of compact subsets 
of X such that S(C~ Bi) = UC(B, i). S ince X is a regular submetacompact space, there 
is a sequence (W(B,i,m)),,,, where for each m E w, W(B, i,m) = {W,: y E 
I’(B, i, m)}, of collections of open subsets in Bi such that: 
(1) Every W(B, i, m) is a cover of Bi; 
(2) for each m E w and y E p(B, i, m), cl IV, meets at most one element of C(B, i); 
(3) for each 5 E Bi, {m E w: ord(z, W(B, i, m)) < w} E 7, where F is the filter 
on w described in Lemma 2.4. 
For Y E Urn& T(B,i,m), let K-, = cl IV, n CA if cl W, f? CA # 0 for some CA. 
If clWY fl (UC(B,i)) = 0, then we take a point z_, E IV, and let K+, = {z,}. So, if 
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CX(B,~) # 0, then for each m E w, &(EI,~,,) = CX(B,~. For 77 = (ma,. . . ,mncB)) E 
We+‘, let A,,, = r(B,O, ma) x . . . x T(B, n(B), rnn(B)). For 6 = (y(S, 0), . , 
$&n(B))) E AB,~, let K(b) = K,(s,o) x ... x Ky(b,n(~)) x {a} x ..., and let KB,, = 
{K(d): 6 E A,,,} c K. Fix 77 E w’~(~)+’ and 6 = (y(b,O), . . . , y(G,n(B))) E AB,,. 
Let r(K(S)) = max{n(K(b)), n(B)}. Take an O(6) = fliEw O(6)i E BO such that 
K(S) c O(6) and n(K(6)) = n(O(b)). Then there is an R(b) = n,_R(S)i E B 
satisfying 
n(K(b))--l 
(4) n ClR(6)i x x x . . . c O(6); 
i=O 
(5-l) for i with n(K(6)) < i < r(K(6)), let R(b)i = X; 
(5-2) for i < n(K(6)) with i < n(B), let R(6)i be an open subset of X such that 
KY(Q) c R(6)i c clR(Q c O(6),; 
(5-3) for each i with n(B) < i < n(K(6)), let R(S)i = {a}; 
(5-4) in case r(K(S)) = n(B), let R(6)% = X f or each i > n(B). In case r(K(6)) = 
n(K(b)) > n(B), let R(b)i = Xi for i 3 n(K(6)). 
Then K(b) C R(S). Put W(b) = n$t’ Wr(c,i) x X x .. . and W, = {W(S): b E 
AB,~}. Let A E P({O, 1,. . . ,n(B)}). Let us define 
Gg = n Gs,i and BC,A = n B&,A,~ 
iEw iEW 
as follows. 
(6) In case r(K(6)) = n(B). F or each i < n(B), let Gs,i = O(S)i n Wr(b,i) and for 
each i > n(B), let Gs,i = X. In case r(K(b)) = n(K(S)) > n(B). For each i E w, let 
GQ = 0. In each case, for each i < n(B), if i E A, let BJ,A,i = W’+,,(,Q) - cl R(S)i and 
if i $ A, let B6,A,i = O(S)i n Wy(s,i). For each i > n(B), let B6,,~,i = X. 
Clearly, if r(K(6)) = n(B), th en BJ,~ = Gs. Notice that Bs,A,~ C Bi for each 
i E w and that if BJ,A # 8, then ~(BJ,A) = n(B) + 1. Take an 77 E wn(@+’ and let 
$&(B) = {Gs: S E AB,~}. For b E AB,~!, if r(K(6)) = n(B), let 
&,6(B) = {&,A: A E p({O, . . . ,n(B))) - {@I}, 
and if r(K(6)) = n(K(6)) > n(B), let 
&s(B) = {&,A: A E p({O,. ,n(W})}. 
Let B,(B) = U{Ba,6(B): 6 E AB,~}. For 77 E wncB)+’ and b E AB,~, W(b) = 
G(b) ” (UKdB)). 
(7) For each 77 E wncB)+‘, 
(i) every element of G,(B) is contained in some of Bo; 
(ii) $&(B) U B,(B) is a cover of B; 
(iii) the length of nonempty elements of B,(B) is n(B) + 1. 
Let _YcB)+i denote the filter on wncB)+’ generated by sets of the form 
n(B) 
n ET where Fi E LF for each i < n(B). 
i=o 
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(8) For z E B, (7 E We+‘: ord(z, W,) < w} E P(B)+i. 
Take an z = (z,)iE, E B. For each i < n(B), let 
F, = {m E w: ord(zi, W(B, i, m)) < w} E 3 
and put F = nyit’ Fi E PcB)+‘. Then, for each 77 E F, we have ord(z, W,) < W. 
Therefore, 
1 rlEW n(B)f’: ord(z, W,) < w} E PcB)+‘. 
(9) For 5 E B, 
{ 77 E W+3+t : ord(z, G’,(B) U B,(B)) < w} E FncB)+‘. 
This follows from (8) immediately. 
Fix a 
for 77 E w n(B)+1, 6 = ($6, O), . . . , $4 n(B))) E AE,~ and A E P({O, . . . ,n(B)}). 
(10) If i E A, then K,(Q) ncl BJ,A,~ = 8. If, in addition, CX(B,() = 0, then s(cl&) n 
cl BR,A,~ = 8. 
Since BG,A,Q = W-,(,J+) - clR(b)i, 
Ky(S,i) n cl B&A,~ C K-,(h,i) n (~1 w,(s,i) - R(6)i) = KY(b,q - R(S)i = 8. 
If CX(B,~) = 8, then s(c1 Bi) n cl BR,A,~ c K,(s,~J n cl BJ,A,( = 0. 
Let i < n(B). If i $ A, then cl BJ,A,~ contains a compact set Ky(b,i). Let cX(Ba,a,i) = 
K,(Q). If i E A, then let CA,,, A i) = 8. , , 
For t E w, let 
c& = fi,i+1. 
i=O 
For t E w and r E @t, we define collections 6, and i3, of open sets in Xw. For each 
m~~o=w,let~,=6~(X~)anda~=~,(X”).Assumethatfort~wanda~~t, 
we have already defined G, and a,. Let r E &+t and r = a@~, where c = r_ E @t and 
7 E wtf2. Take a B E B,. If B # 0, then we denote Go(B) and a,(B) by G,(B) and 
B,(B). If B = 0, then G,(B) = B,(B) = (0). Let G$ = 67, U (U{&(B): B E I?,}) 
and & = U{&(B): B E a,,}. Then, for each t E w and r E @t, nonempty elements 
of B, have the length t + 1. Let @ = U{@,: t E w}. Then I@ 6 w. 
Claim. { 6, U (B, A Bo): 7 E @} is a &sequence of open re$nements of t30. 
Proof of Claim. By (7) (i), (ii) and induction, every & U(B,/&) is an open refinement 
of ,130. 
Take an z = (xi)icw E X”. By (9), take a r(O) = m(0) E w such that ord(z,&(0) u 
B,(O)) < w. Then r(O) E @a. If 8,(o), = 0, then we are done. So assume that B,(a), # 8. 
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By (7) (iii), nonempty elements of &(,I have the length 1. By (9) again, we can take an 
~(1) E w2 such that 
V(l) E n { {77 E w2: ord(z,G,(B) U 23,(B)) < w}: z E B E B+) > 
E 3’. 
Let T( 1) = (v(O), q( 1)) E @I. Then we have ord(z, G,~,~UB,~,~) < w. Assume also that 
Z3,(1)z # 8. Continuing in this manner, we can choose a 7(t) = (q(O), . . . ,7(t)) E cPt 
such that for each t E w, ord(z, GTct) U LJTct)) < w and L3,(,)z # 0. Since Qt), is 
nonempty and finite for each t E w, it follows from KGnig’s lemma (cf. Kunen [5]) that 
there is a decreasing sequence {B(t) = B6(t),A(t~: t E w} of elements of .13, where for 
each t E w, 6(t) E &(t-~),~(t), K(t) = K(b(t)) = &w K(t)i E &+I),,(+ A(t) E 
P({O,l,...,t)) and B(-1) = X” such that IC E B(t) and B(t) E B,(,,(B(t - 1)). 
Denote Bg(t),~(t),i by B(t)i for each i E w. Then 
(11) For each t E w, n(B(t)) = t + 1. 
(12) If r(K(t + 1)) = t + 1, then there is an i E A(t + 1) with i < n(K(t + 1)). 
(13) If i < t + 1 with i E A(t + l), then K(t + l)i n cl B(t + l)i = fl. If, in addition, 
CX(B(t),i) = 0, then s(clB(t)i) n clB(t + l)i = 0. 
(14) If i 6 t + 1 with i $ A(t + l), then K(t + l)i c clB(t + l)i. If, in addition, 
i < t and i 4 A(t), then C’A(B(~),~) # 8 and hence, K(t)i = K(t + l)i = C’A(B(~),~) c 
clB(t + 1)i. 
Now we prove the following lemma, which plays the fundamental role to prove our 
results. So, we present the general form. 
Lemma 4.1. Let 2, X be spaces and 0 be an open cover of Z x X”, which is closed 
under finite unions. For (z, x) E Z x X”, we have obtained a sequence {zj: j E w} 
of points of 2, a sequence {Kj = niEw Kj,i: j E w} of elements of Ic, a sequence 
{Aj: j E 1 fJi w o nite subsets of w and a decreasing sequence { Bj = Vi x niEw Bi,i: j E 
w) of elements of t3 such that: For j E w, 
(a) (z, x) E Bj and Kj+l,i c cl Bj,i; 
(b) n(zj, Ki) < n(z, Kj) and n(Bi) < n(Bi+l); 
CC> Ai C (0,. . . ,n(Bi)} and if n(.~~+~, Kj+l) < n(Bj), then there is an i E Ai+l 
with i < n(Zi+l, Ki+l); 
(d) for each i < n(Bj), 
(i) if i E A.j+l, then Ki+l,i n cl Bj+l,i = 8; 
(ii) if i $! Aj+l, then Kj+l,i C clBi+l,i and 1% in addition, i < n(Bj_ 1) and 
i 6 Aj, then Kj+l,i = Kj,i c cl Bj+l,i, where B-1 = Z x X”. 
Then there is an i E w such that l{j E w: i E Ai}l = w. 
Proof. Assume that for each i E w, /{j E w: i E Ai}] < w. Then, for each i E w, there 
is a ji E w such that i < ji and if j 3 ji, then i $ Aj. Let i E w and j 3 ji. By (b), we 
have i < n(Bi,) < n(B.j). Thus, by (d) (ii), Ki,i = Kii,i C ~1 Bi,i. Let 
K = I-I Kji,i E K. 
iEw 
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There is a B E & such that {z} x K c B. Hence there is a j 3 1 such that n(B) 6 
n(B,_1) and if i < n(B), then Kj,i = Kji,i. Since {z} x Kj c B, n(.z,Kj) < n(B). 
So, by (b), n(zj,Kj) < n(Bj_1). By (c), there is an i E Aj with i < n(xj,Kj). Since 
i E Aj, j < ji. Then, by (d) (i), Kj,i n cl Bj,i = 0. However, by j < ji and (a), we 
have Kj,,i C clBj,i. Hence Kj,i # Kji,i, which is a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (continued). By Lemma 4.1, there is an i E w such that [{t E 
w: i E A(t)}1 = w. Let {t E w: i E A(t) and i < t-i- 1) = {t,: p E w}. Take a p E LJ. 
Then CA(~(tp),ij = 0. In case t p+l = t, + 1. By (13), s(clB(t,)i) nclB(t,+l)i = 0. In 
case t,+l > t, + 1. By (13) and (14), 
K(t, + l)i = C X(B(t,+l),i) = CA(B(tp+I-l),i) = W,+di c qw,+l))i. 
Thus s(c1 B(t,)J ncl B(t,+& = 8. S ince s is a stationary winning strategy for Player I 
in G(%X), npEw gibe = 8. But Xi E npEw B(tp)i, which is a contradiction. 
Thus there is a t E w such that Z3,(t), = 8. Hence ord(z, &Qt) U (B,(t) A Bo)) < w. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let 0 be an open cover of 2 x Xw, which is closed under finite 
unions. 
(I) ‘DC-like case. We modify the proof of Theorem 3.1. Take s and 
B=?&XrIB&? 
iEw 
similarly. Let i < n(B). If CA(B,~J # 0, take Wy(~,i+), A(B,i), r(B,i,m), C(B, i) 
and W(B,i,m) for each m E w as before. If CX(B,~) = 8, take the same discrete 
collection C(B,i) = {CA: X E A(B,i)}. S’ mce X is a regular weakly submetacompact 
space, there is a collection W(B,i) = UmEw W(B,i,m), where for each m E w, 
W(B,i,m) = {W,: y E r(B, i,m)}, of open subsets in Bi satisfying (1’) = (2) and 
(2’) W(B, i) is a cover of Bi; 
(3’) for each z E Bi, there is an m E w such that ord(z, W(B, i, m)) = 1. 
Define the same KY, LB,~, K(h), ICB,, as before. Fix z E U,, 77 E wncB)+’ and 
6 = (y(b,O),... A&n(B))) E &,q and let r(z, K_(b)) = max@+, K(J)), n(B)]. 
Take O,,s = Uz,s x nIiEw 0r,6,i E l30 and &,a = Rr,b x niEw &,d,i E a similarly, 
satisfyin_g (4/-i) = (5-i), i = 1,2,3,4 (we replace R(6)i by Rz,~,J and 
(5’) %,a = UB n G,s; 
(6’) & x n;$‘K(6))-1 cl Rr,&i x x x . c $6. 
Then {z} x K(6) c I?,,6 c 0,~. Thus, if z’ E &,.j, then ~L(z’, K_(b)) 6 n(z, K(6)). 
For j E w, let Q(6) = {z E UB: n(z, K(b)) < j} and Rj(S) = {R,,s: n(z, K(6)) 6 
j}. Fix j E w. Then Q(S) = uRj(b). Thus vj(S) is an open subset of 2. Since 2 
is hereditarily weakly submetacompact, Vj(6) is weakly submetacompact. There is a 
collection Vs,j = UlcEw Vs,j,l~, where VQ,~ = {Vt: < E Ev,s,j,~} for each Ic E w, of 
open subsets in Vj (6) satisfying 
(7’) every element of Vs,j is contained in some of Rj(S); 
(8’) Va,j is a cover of Vj (6); 
(9’) for z E Vj(S), there is a Ic E w such that ord(z, Va,J,k) = 1. 
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For Ic E w and E E .YV,6,j,k, take a z(t) E V,(6) such that V, c &gp. Let 
IV6 = n;:;’ WY(Q) x x x . . . . 
Fix k E w and < E zV,6,j,k. Then n(z(<),K(G)) 6 j. Take an A E P({O,l,. . , , 
max{j, n(B)}}) - (0). Define 
GiV6 = Vr x n G3 t,&i and B , ) : 6 A = h ’ II Bi,cT,A,i, iEw 
ied 
which are subsets of Vt x W’s, as follows. 
(lo’-1) In case j 6 n(B). Then r(.z([),K(6)) = n(B). Take an i < n(B) and let 
Gg,,+, = G,t,),,,i n wy(b,i). If i E A, let Bi,6,A,i = wy(s,i! - cl Rz!c),b,i and if i $ A, 
let Bi,,,,,i = O,(OJ,~ n Wy(b,i). For each i > n(B), let Gi b i = B: 6 A,i = X. 
(lo’-2) In case n(B) < j. For i < n(B), define the same Gi:,,i and’ii,6,A,i as (lo’-1). 
For each i > n(B), we divide two cases. 
(i) r(z(E),K(6)) = n(B). Take an i > n(B) and let Gi,6,i = X. Let i < j. If 
i E A, let B: 6 A,i = X-(a) andifi $ A,let Bi,6,A,i = {a}.Ifi >j,let B:6A,i = X. 
(ii) Otherwise. Then r(z([),K(6)) = n(z([),K(6)) > n(B). Take’ an i with 
n(B) < i < n(z([),K(d)). Let Gi,6,i = Oat<),b,i. If i E A, let Bi,d,A,i = X - {u} and 
if i $ A, let B{,6,,,i = Gz(~),~,i. Take an i 3 n(z(<),K(S)) and then, let Gz,6,i = X. 
Let i < j. If i E A, let B,&A,I = X - {a} and if i +! A, let Bg,6,,,i = {u}. For i > j, 
let Bi 6 A,i = X. 
DeAni &,,s,j,k(B) = {G:,,: t E Eq,S,j,k) and 
%j,k(B) = u {%6,j,k(B): 6 E by}. 
For each A E P({O,... , maxb’, n(B)))) - {0), define &,s,j,k,A(B) and &,j,k,A(B) 
similarly. Then we have 
(11’) For 77 E wntB)+’ and j, k E w, every element of G,,j,k(B) is contained in some 
of ,130. 
(12’) For r] E wncB)+l , j, k E w and A E P((0,. . ,max{j,n(B)}})-{0}, nonempty 
elements of &,k,A(B) have the length max{j, n(B) + 1). 
Take a (z, z) E B and let z = (zi)iEw. For each i < n(B), by (3’), there is an rni E w 
such that ord(zi, W(B,i,mi)) = 1. Let v = ~(2, CC) = (ma,. . . ,mn(B)) E We+‘. 
Take the unique yi E F(B,i,mi) such that Q E IV,% for each i < n(B) and let 
6 = h(z, z) = (‘~0,. . , -h(q) E AB,TJ. Put j = j(z, z) = n(z, K(b)). By (9’), there is 
a k = k(t,z) E w such that ord(z, v&j&) = 1. Take the unique t = E(z,z) E .+,J,k 
such that z E Vc. Then n(z(<), K(b)) < j. Since x E Vc c R,(c),s, j < n(z([),K(b)). 
Thus j = n+(t), K(6)). 
(13’) There is an A E P({O,. . . , max{j, n(B)}}) - (0) such that: 
(i) (z, x) E u %,%k(B) U (U HAM); 
(ii> ord((z, xc), &,j,k(B)) < 1 and ord((z, xc), &,j,k,A(B)) < 1. 
Furthermore, if j < n(B) and (2,~) $ U&,j,k(B), then A satisfies (i), (ii) and the 
following 
(iii) i E A with i < j. 
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Indeed, assume that (2,~) E G:,6. Take an A E P({O, . . . ,max{j,n(B)}}) - (0). 
Then ord((z, z), !&,j,rc(B)) = 1 and ord((z, z), Bn,j,k,~(B)) < 1. Assume that (z, z) $ 
Gi,6. Then (z, z) +! lJ&,j,k(B). If j < n(B), then let 
A = {i < n(B): xi 4 cl &(<),6,i}. 
There is an i E A with i < j. If r(z(<),K(&)) = n(B) < j or r(z(t),K(b)) = 
n(.z([), K(6)) > n(B), then let 
A = {i < n(B): ICY $i! c~&(E)J,~} U {i: n(B) < i < j and zi # a} # 0. 
Then ord((z, z:), GV,,j,k(B)) = 0 and ord((t, z), &,j,k,A(B)) = 1. 
For 
where 77 E We+‘, 6 = (y(S,O), . . . ,y(6,n(B))) E AB,~, j, k E w, E E &,g,j,k and 
A E P({O,. . . , max{j,n(B)}}) - {0}, we have (14’) = (10) (we replace B6,~,i by 
B,&A,i) and define C,(,:,6,n,ij as before. 
Let 
Q. = 
-t 
(m,j, k, A): m,j,Ic~wandA~P({O,l,..., j})-{O}}. 
Then I@01 < w. For each r = 0 = (m, j, Ic, A) E ~30, define 
% = &(z x X”) = %n,j,k(Z x x”) 
and 
& = &(z x xw) = &,j,k,A(Z x xw). 
By (12’), nonempty elements of 23, have the length j. Let n(r) = j. For each t b 1, 
we shall construct a countable set @t and for each T E @t, define collections 6, and B, 
of open subsets of 2 x X” such that nonempty elements of Z?, have the length n(7), 
satisfying 
(15’) fort > 1 and r E @t, r- E @t-i. 
For t E w, we have already defined a countable set @t and collections G,, f?, , CT E c&, 
such that nonempty elements of Z?, have the length n(a). Take a 0 E @t having a 
nonempty B E B,. Let 
and 
~@(~(t+l),j(t+l),IC(t+l),A(t+l)): 
v(t + 1) E w+++i, j(t+l),Ic(t+l)~wand 
A(t + 1) E P({O,. . . , max{j(t + 1),4a)}}) - {@>} 
@t+i = U {Go: c E Qs, and there is a nonempty B E &}. 
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Then ]&+I( < w. Let 7 = c $ (~(t + l),j(t + l), k(t + 1), A(t + 1)) E &+I. For each 
B E B, with B # 0, define &(B) and B,(B) as before. Let 
8, = U(a(B): B E f3, and B # S} 
and 
B, = U {B,(B): B E L$, and B # S}. 
Nonempty elements of B, have the length n(7) = max{j(t + l), n(a) + 1). 
Let @ = U{@t: t E w}. Then I@1 < w. 
Claim. U{&: r E @i) is a weak 8-rejinement of Bo 
Proof of Claim. Assume that U{&: 7 E @} is not a weak e-refinement of BQ. Take 
a (z,z) E 2 x X” such that ord((z,x),&) # 1 for each 7 E @. Let 5 = (zi)iEw. By 
(13’), take a ~(0) = 40) = (r1(O),j(O),k(O),A(O)) E @o, where 6(O) E Az~x~,~(o), 
K(O) = K(b(O)) = niEw K(O)i E Kz~xw,~~(o), j(O) = n(z,K(O)), such that 
(z, x) E u G(O) (z x xw) u (u h(O) (z x x-j) 1 
ord((z, xc), G(o) (Z x X”)) < 1 and ord((z, x), B,(o) (Z x X“‘)) < 1. 
By the assumption, ord((t, xc), B,,,J (Z x X”)) = 1. Take the unique 
B(0) = B;‘[&(,),,(,) E C(O) (Z x Xw>, where t(O) E %(o),~(o),~(o),Ic(o)~ 
such that (z,z) E B(0). Then j(0) = n(z(<(O)), K(0)) = n(B(O)). By (13’) again, 
we can take a a(l) = (v(l),j(l),Ic(l),A(l)) and ~(1) = ~(0) @a(l) E @I, where 
d(l) E AS(O),ll(l)~ K(l) = K(d(l)) = rI,c,K(l)i E ~CB(O),?J(l), j(l) = +,K(l)) 
such that 
(z> x) E u c-h(~) (B(O)) u(u &,I, (B(O))), 
ord((z, xc), G(I) (BP))) G 1 and ord((z,z),a,(,)(B(O))) G 1. 
Take the unique B(1) = B$~~,,(,),,(,) E &(I)(B(O)), where r(l) E ~~(1),6(1),j(l),r(l), 
such that (z, z) E B(1). Then j( 1) = n(z([(l)), K(1)). Continuing in this manner, 
we can choose a decreasing sequence {B(t) = B;~:i,Bctj,Act : t E w} of elements 
of B such that: For each t E w, let 7(t) = ((T(O), . . . ,v(t) E Qit, where a(t) = 1 
(~(t),j(t), k(t), A(t)), and 
(16’) (i) s(t) E AB(~__~),~(~) and B(-1) = Z x X”; 
(ii) K(t) = K(b(t)) = niEw K(t)z E xABCt_~,,qCtj; 
(iii) j(t) = n(z, K(t)) = n(z([(t)), K(t)) and n(B(t)) < n(B(t + 1)); 
(iv> r(t) E ~~(t),6(t),3(t),k(t); 
W (z,~) 6 lJCL(t)(B(t - l)), (2, ~1 6 B(t) and B(t) E &(t)(B(t - 1)). 
We also denote B;jfi,Bctj,Act),i by B(t)i. It suffices to prove the following. 
(17’) If r(z(<(t + l)),K(t + 1)) = n(B(t)), then there is an i E A(t + 1) with 
i < j(t + 1). 
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(18’) If i < n(B(t)) with i E A(t + l), then K(t + l)i n clB(t + l)i = 0. If, in 
addition, CX(B(~),~) = 0, then s(cl B(t)i) n cl B(t + l)i = 0. 
(19’) If i < n(B(t)) with i +! A(t + l), then K(t + l)i c cl B(t + l)i. If, in addition, 
i < n(B(t - 1)) and i $! A(t), then CA(B(~J,~ # 0 and hence, K(t)i = K(t + l)i = 
CX(E(t),i) C clB(t + 1)2. 
(II) C-scattered case. Using Lemma 2.6 and the construction of (I), the proof is similar 
to that of Theorem 5.9 in [8]. 
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